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? 2.3: Example of correction voltage by the motions of eye movements
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? 2.9: An example of EOG using ch1 by the motions of voluntary blink
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? 2.1: Experimental result by proposed system
participant SR[%] ER[%] CR[%] SP[letter/min] IT[sec]
A 98.5 0.5 99.0 6.4 3.7
B 98.0 1.0 99.0 6.4 3.8
C 95.7 1.4 97.1 6.2 4.0
D 96.2 0.5 96.6 6.4 4.4
E 93.9 1.9 95.8 5.9 3.8
F 95.2 1.4 96.7 6.4 3.7
G 92.6 1.0 93.6 6.3 3.8
H 98.0 1.0 99.0 6.1 3.6
I 93.9 2.8 96.7 5.7 3.7
J 99.0 0.5 99.5 6.3 3.7
L 97.1 1.0 98.1 5.8 3.3
K 95.7 3.8 99.5 5.0 3.0
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? 2.2: Experimental result by comparator system
participant SR[%] ER[%] CR[%] SP[letter/min] IT[sec]
A 96.2 1.0 97.1 5.7 4.8
B 97.1 2.4 99.5 5.1 4.7
C 95.2 1.9 97.1 5.8 5.0
D 92.6 2.8 95.4 5.6 5.0
E 91.3 3.2 94.5 4.6 4.4
F 94.3 1.9 96.2 5.2 4.2
G 98.0 1.4 99.4 5.5 4.0
H 97.1 1.5 98.6 4.7 4.3
I 98.0 1.5 99.5 4.9 4.4
J 96.6 1.0 97.6 5.9 3.7
L 96.2 1.9 98.1 4.6 4.0
K 92.2 6.5 98.6 4.0 3.8
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? 2.3: Experimental result by auto scan
participant SR[%] ER[%] CR[%] SP[letter/min]
A 96.5 0.0 96.5 5.7
B 99.5 0.5 100 5.4
C 96.5 2.7 99.1 5.6
D 89.0 3.4 98.8 4.3
E 93.8 5.0 98.0 4.1
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? 2.4: Experimental result by 1 couple
participant SR[%] ER[%] CR[%] SP[letter/min]
A 96.2 1.0 97.1 6.5
B 89.7 2.2 91.9 5.7
C 94.8 0 94.8 6.2
D 95.7 1.0 96.2 6.1
E 100 0 100 6.2
F 94.3 4.7 97.6 4.7
G 95.2 0.5 97.6 6.4
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? 3.2: Proposed system
??????????????????NEC????????? 78K0/KF2)?????
?????t = 0:05sec?A/D???????????????????? 20MHz??
?????? 8ch?A/D???? 10bit?A/D????? 13.2s????A/D?????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????CPU? Intel Core i7 870 2.93Ghz,???? 16GB???????
????????????????????????????????????????
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? 3.1: Average detection rates for normal action (NA) and dangerous action (DA) [%]
NA DA avg
previous study 95.2 98.4 96.8







F H = F F (3.5)
B H =
(F B + EFB;FBS) + (FB S + EFBS;FB)
2
(3.6)










???? [48]??????????? 6.4%????? 14.5%?????? 4.4%?????
??? 13.6% ????????? 6.3%???????? 10.9%????????? 8.1%?
??????? 14.9% ?????? 0.2% ???????? 3.1???????????
????? 3.4????
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? 3.2: Average detection rates for NA, forward head (FH), and backward head (BH) [%]
NA FH BH avg
previous study 95.2 80.0 89.6 88.3
this study 98.2 93.5 98.8 96.8
? 3.3: F-measure of each action[%]
UPR SET PUO SU SD FF FB FBS
UPR 75.6 19.4 0 2.0 2.9 0 0 0
SET 21.9 78.6 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
PUD 0 0 83.7 2.0 14.6 1.0 0 0
SU 0 0 3.1 91.4 5.9 1.0 0 0
SD 3.0 0 9.2 3.0 73.2 6.8 1.0 2.0
FF 0 0 2.0 0 1.0 94.2 0 0
FB 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 76.3 22.4
FBS 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 19.6 78.0
??
? 3.1?????? [48]?????????????????????????? [48]
??????? 96.8% ??????????????????
??? 3.2??????????????????????????????????
??????? 3.0% ?13.5% ?9.2% ??????? 8.5??????????????
???? [48]??????????????????????????????????
? 3.4: Classication of action by height[%]
160cm 165cm 170cm 175cm 180cm
normal and danger 98.7 98.0 94.7 96.7 97.4
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? 3.5: Illuminance by changing light position[lx]
PDA PDB PDC PDD
Ceiling 571 767 416 646
AC 681 776 558 661
BD 653 810 461 689
AB 690 801 406 647
CD 630 783 504 678
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? 3.6: Average detection rates for NA, FH, and BH by outside light[%]
NA FH BH avg
AC 98.0 91.7 99.0 96.2
BD 96.9 81.8 100 92.9
AB 96.5 89.8 95.8 94.0
CD 96.8 90.9 96.9 94.9
avgsd 97.00.7 88.54.6 97.91.9 94.51.4
? 3.7: Average detection rates for NA, FH, and BH by studying light position[%]
NA FH BH avg
AC 99.6 98.0 100 99.2
BD 97.3 84.4 100 93.9
AB 97.6 87.0 100 94.9
CD 98.8 93.9 100 97.6
avgsd 98.21.1 90.06.2 1000 96.42.4
??
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? 3.8: Average detection rates for NA, FH, and BH by changing position[%]
NA FH BH avg
F 95.1 68.4 99.0 87.5
B 92.2 100.0 84.7 92.3
L 95.8 75.0 99.0 89.9
R 96.2 73.3 98.0 89.1
avgsd 94.81.8 79.214.2 95.27.0 89.72.0
? 3.9: Average detection rates for NA, FH, and BH by studying position[%]
NA FH BH avg
F 99.6 98.0 100 99.2
B 99.6 98.0 100 99.2
L 99.6 98.0 100 99.2
R 97.3 83.7 100 93.7
avgsd 99.01.2 94.47.1 1000 97.82.7
??????? F??????
????
?? 3??? 4????? 3.8?3.9????? 3.8?3.9???? 3??? 4??????
??????? 8.9% ?????????? 3?????????? 3.14????? 3.14
?????????????????? 0% ????? 3.14????? 3????NA?
FH????FH?NA??????????? 4??????????????F?B?L?
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? 3.14: Error ratio by changing position and studying position
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? 4.7: Odor strength when the user is in the room and two persons enter the room one
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? 4.1: Monitoring result
? none opening/closing enter leave many a person lunch tea
high layer down same/down up same up up up
middle layer down same/down up same up up up
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(xpo   xi)2 + (ypo   yi)2 (5.1)
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?xpo?ypo???????? p??????xi?yi?? i? 10 2????????????
????????B???????????????????????????????
????????? up(p = 1; 2;?; B)?????up????????????????
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N  L (5.5)
usq?ulq ? 5.3?? q(q = 1; 2;???; N)???????????????????????
?????L??????????? u????us? usq????ulq? ulq???????
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? 5.3: Manipulability analysis result
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? 5.1: questionnaire result
? A B C D E F G H I J
auto 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
expend 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
none 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3
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? 6.1: Pattern Recognition Machine Learning
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? 6.2: Example of cooking image
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? 6.3: Result of classcation
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